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How to use these tables:
You will need at least 1 six-sided die (1d6) and 1 eight-sided die (1d8). One may use just six-sided 
dice, but you will have a little less variety when generating. Roll according to the flow of each 
sentence. A full tweet is made up of the main sentence, the explanation, the follow-up, and last but 
not least the insult. One may just use one or couple of the above to generate a tweet.

Why did you do this?
Boredom, but quite frankly to expose the insane brain rot spewed from the mouthpiece of the Infrared 
collective. The entirety of that group’s adherence to meaningless diatribes and word-salads by an 
ignorant braggart is something that should be mocked as well as condemned by any and all socialists 
who have actually read and studied theory. These random tables are to show that their entire ideological
backbone (or lack thereof) can be easily summed up in a cadre of random word tables to produce silly 
sentences that mean absolutely nothing.



Main Sentence:

Sentence Flow:
Table 1 Result Table 2 Result is Table 3abc Result in order to Table 4ab Result.

Table 1. (1d6) Table 2. (1d6)
1. Dialectical 1. Materialism
2. Political 2. Theory
3. Communist 3. Femininity
4. Hegelian 4. Masculinity
5. Sexual 5. Thought
6. Marxist 6. Allegory

Table 3a (1d8)                            3b (1d8)                                       3c (1d8)                           
1. based on Ancient Roman superstructures
2. relative to agnostic Socialism
3. a function of protestant gender roles
4. built upon Mongolian Marxism
5. similar to liberal civilization/society
6. the opposite of American Patriotic hierarchies
7. the same as Asiatic capitalism
8. exactly like Anglo philosophies

Table 4a (1d8)                            4b (1d8)                                                                              
1. justify the working class
2. antagonize the vanguard party
3. diversify our movement/ the Infrared movement
4. unite Western Civilization
5. free the PMC
6. restore the fake Left
7. enslave the real Left
8. destroy true syndicalism/syndicalists



Explanation:

Sentence Flow:
Table 1. Result Table 2.ab Result that allow* Table 3. Result to Table 4. Result.

Table 1. (1d6)                  Table 2a (1d8)                            b (1d6)                            
1. This is due to the 1. historical materialism
2. This is because the 2. theological serfdom
3. This is a result of the 3. Tsarist Russian economics
4. This is just like the 4. ancient Mongolian tribalism
5. This is similar to the 5. modern Chinese atomic family
6.  This is not unlike the 6. Neo-feudal systems

7. Maoist
8. Arabic

Table 3. (1d8)                  Table 4. (1d8)                                                                      
1. the peasants liberate the working class
2. capitalists become useless degenerates 
3. PMCs become femboys
4. communists destroy capitalism
5. the USSR beat fascism
6. reformists win (1-3 on 1d6)/lose (4-6 on 1d6) the culture wars
7. anarkiddies establish real socialism
8. real Americans destroy the state

*choose “-s” or “-ed” or randomly determine it (“-s” on a 1-3 or “-ed” on a 4-6 on a 1d6 roll)



Follow-up

Sentence Flow:
Table 1. Result  Table 2. Result because Table 3. Result.

Table 1. (1d6)                  Table 2. (1d6)                               Table 3. (1d6)                               
1. Liberals will disagree I am always right
2. Beta Cucks will say I’m wrong I am correct
3. Soy Boys will bitch about this history absolves me
4. Fake Leftists will slander me they are wrong
5. Women will say this isn’t theory they cannot comprehend theory
6. E-thots don’t understand this they are all cry babies

Note: For Table 1. it is entirely possible to replace the random result with any well known or arbitrary 
online figure whether political or not and the final generated result will still be valid.



Insult

Sentence Flow:
(Result of Follow up Table 1. above) are Table 1. Result who Table 2. Result and I Table 3. Result who
Table 4. Result.

Table 1. (1d8)                  Table 2. (1d8)                               
1. pussies are destroying our society
2. dumb fucks are crypto facists
3. weak babies are working against me
4. sexual degenerates hate me
5. basement dwellers have been sexually abused
6. useless pieces of shit cannot get laid
7. smooth-brained idiots never read theory like I have
8. mentally-ill freaks hate the working class

Table 3. (1d8)                               Table 4. (1d8)                                                                                   
1. am a real man can destroy all of them with one hand tied behind my back
2. am an absolute chad gets touched by girls all the time
3. am the apex predator can destroy them in a debate
4. am the Alpha male read all of Engels works
5. am the Undefeated studied real theory, unlike them
6. am smarter than them had sex
7. am the conqueror of Twitter is not an incel
8. am Lenin reincarnated really read Marx



Afterword by the writer
There are many results that are funny, but some can and (by purpose) should be very misogynistic. This
is to point out the very high level of misogynistic inceldom that the Infrared community has cultivated. 
I do not condone such phases to be praised but to be mocked and directed at the stupid ignorance of the
Infrared collective. All generated phrases are to be laughed at not celebrated, because to do so is to 
unwillingly fall down the pit of anti-intellectualism that defined this group. That being said, please 
enjoy this unholy creation.

-bloodgasm

“Communist femininity is a function of Ancient Roman socialism in order to free our movement. This 
is due to the Maoist atomic family that allowed the communists to beat fascism. Women will bitch 
about this because they cannot comprehend theory. Women are dumbfucks who are crypto fascists and 
I am lenin reincarnated who is not an incel.”

-HazBot’s first words 
after completion


